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Population kinetics of lithiumlike and berylliumlike ions in low temperature
dense recombining plasma

Tetsuya Kawachi
Advanced Photon Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), 8-1 Umemidai,

Kizu, Soraku, Kyoto 619-0215, Japan
~Received 24 September 2002; published 29 January 2003!

A collisional-radiative model for the lithiumlike and berylliumlike ions has been constructed. In this model,
virtually all the doubly excited levels of the berylliumlike ions are taken into account. Time-differential
coupled rate equations for the level populations of the lithiumlike and berylliumlike ions are solved under a
recombining plasma condition, and the population kinetics of these ions, especially for the validity of quasi-
steady state~QSS! approximation and the population flux into and out of excited levels, is discussed. Temporal
evolution of gains of the 3d 2D-4 f 2F and 3d 2D-5 f 2F lines of the lithiumlike aluminum laser is also
calculated, and the result indicates that the gain is generated before the establishment of the QSS condition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advent of high-intensity lasers made it possible
us to generate highly charged ions in high density plasm
in which ions may be populated in their multiply excite
levels, e.g., doubly excited levels. The spectroscopic cha
terization of such ions and clarification of the producti
mechanism of doubly excited ions under a given plasma c
dition are important objectives of the plasma spectrosc
and are necessary for the development of high-brightn
x-ray sources such as x-ray lasers. Recently several ex
mental and theoretical studies relevant to doubly and tr
excited ions in dense plasmas have been reported@1–6#, in
which atomic processes involving multiply excited leve
such as resonance excitation~RE! @2# and dielectronic re-
combination~DR! from excited levels@3,4# are well investi-
gated. Collisional-radiative~CR! models including these pro
cesses are constructed and applied to the analysis of sp
from dense plasmas@5,6#.

Another kind of atomic process involving doubly excite
levels was proposed by Fujimoto and Kato several years
@7,8#. Figure 1 shows a schematic energy level diagram
ion z and ionz21, where we take heliumlike ions (z11),
lithiumlike ions (z), and berylliumlike ions (z21) as ex-
amples. An excited ionz in the i 23 level, for an example
may capture a continuum electron by dielectronic capt
process@path~1! in Fig. 1# and become a doubly excited io
z21 in the (i , j ) level, where we define thei electron and
j electron as the core electron and the spectator elec
respectively. The (i , j ) ion may autoionize into another lowe
level of thez ion @path ~2!# or decay to a singly excitedz
21 ion by emitting a satellite line@path ~3!#. The former
process is RE and the latter is DR from an excited level
the electron density is high, instead of these spontane
processes, collisional excitation and deexcitation between
doubly excited levels may become substantial: in ioniz
plasmas a doubly excited ion (i , j ) may be excited by the
plasma electrons into the next upper level as (i , j 11)
→( i , j 12)→( i , j 13), . . . , and finally ionized @see path
~4!#. This process, (1)→(4), is called the dielectronic cap
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ture and ladderlike excitation~DL excitation!, which en-
hances the direct excitation rate coefficient fromi to j @7,8#.

A couple of years ago, the present author showed th
retically @9# and experimentally@10# that the inverse proces
of DL excitation played a decisive role in a low temperatu
dense plasma such as a gain medium of a recombin
plasma x-ray laser. Az ion in an excited leveli may capture
a continuum electron by 3-body~3B! or radiative recombi-
nation ~RR! to form a doubly excited ion (i , j ), and subse-
quent collisional excitation and deexcitation result in su
stantial populations in the doubly excited levels@see path~5!
in Fig. 1#. In low temperature dense recombining plasm

FIG. 1. Schematic energy level diagram of the singly exci
Li-like ions, i ,i 21,i 22, . . . , andsingly excited Be-like ions,j , j
21,j 22, . . . . Thedoubly excited levels of the Be-like ions (i , j )
hanging below the Li-like excited leveli are also shown. Path~1! is
dielectronic capture fromi 23 to the (i , j ). Path~2! is autoioniza-
tion from (i , j ) to i 23. Path~1! together with path~2! is resonance
excitation. Path~3! is the emission process of a satellite line fro
( i , j ) to j ~core electron transition!. Path~1! together with path~3! is
dielectronic recombination from excited ions. Path~4! is ladderlike
excitation ionization from the doubly excited levels (i , j ). Path~1!
together with path~4! is dielectronic capture and ladderlike~DL!
excitation. Path~5! is recombination of an excited Li-like ions. Pat
~6! is collisional-radiative deexcitation of the captured electronj.
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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TETSUYA KAWACHI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 016409 ~2003!
the populations of the doubly excited (i , j ) level with j
.pLTE may be approximately described by local thermod
namics equilibrium~LTE! with respect to the population o
level i and the continuum electron density, wherepLTE indi-
cates the lower bound of the LTE region and is determin
by the collisional excitation and deexcitation rate and
spontaneous transition probabilities from this level. The d
bly excited (i , j ) ions may decay in three ways, i.e., autoio
ization into the lower-lying excited levels of ionz @path
(5)→(2) in Fig. 1#, the core electron transition@path (5)
→(3)], and thespectator electron transition from the LT
region into the lower-lying levels@Path (5)→(6)]. Since the
( i , j ) level is strongly connected by the collisional proces
to the i level of ion z and the continuum electrons, the d
crease in the populations of the (i , j ) level is compensated
rapidly by recombination of ionz in level i. Thus these three
processes effectively enhance the depopulation of thei level
of the z ion.

Including these processes, a CR model for the lithiuml
aluminum ions was performed under quasisteady state~QSS!
approximation@9#. The calculated result explained qualit
tively the experimental amplification gains of th
3d2D-4 f 2F and 3d 2D-5 f 2F lines of the lithiumlike alumi-
num recombining plasma laser@11–13#, whereas without
these processes, serious discrepancy between the ex
ments and calculations@14,15# was found.

In our previous work, since our objective was concern
to the excited level population of singly excited level, a fu
account of the population kinetics of the doubly excited le
els was not clarified. More specifically, first, since the amp
fication gain of recombining plasma x-ray lasers is genera
in a rapidly cooling phase of the plasma, the validity of t
QSS approximation has to be discussed. For hydrogen
oms, the temporal development of populations of exci
levels and the validity of the QSS approximation have be
investigated@16#, but a similar study for nonhydrogenic ion
including doubly excited levels has not been done to
author’s knowledge. Second, the flux of the populations
the doubly excited levels in the ladderlike deexcitation
gion @see path~6! in Fig. 1# has to be clarified. Our previou
result shows that an excited lithiumlike ion in the LTE regi
recombines with the continuum electron to become a dou
excited berylliumlike ion, which may deexcite due to th
collisional-radiative processes into the berylliumlike grou
state ion. This series of processes is virtually nothing but
collisional-radiative recombination of the heliumlike ions
the berylliumlike ions without passing through the lithium
like ground state.

In this paper, we take aluminum ions as an example
construct a CR model involving singly excited lithiumlik
ions and singly and doubly excited berylliumlike ions. Sin
our present objective is to investigate qualitatively the ab
two points, we adopt a rather simple approximation to e
mate atomic processes between the doubly excited level
the following we describe the details of our CR model a
show the calculation result.

II. COLLISIONAL-RADIATIVE MODEL

Figure 2 shows the energy level diagram of the CR mo
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for the lithiumlike and berylliumlike ions. We take aluminum
ions (z513) as an example.S and T represent singlet and
triplet, respectively. The temporal development of populat
n(p) of the levelp of ions, lithiumlike and berylliumlike as
well, in the plasma can be expressed by the following diff
ential equation:

dn~p!

dt
5(

q
C~q,p!nen~q!1H F (

q,p
F~q,p!

1 (
q.p

C~p,q!Gne1 (
q,p

@A~p,q!1Aa~p,q!#J n~p!

1(
q

@F~q,p!ne1A~q,p!1Aa~q,p!#n~q!

2S~p!nen~p!1@a~p!ne1b~p!1g~p!#nenHe,

~1!

which is coupled with similar equations for other leve
wherep andq represent the singly excited level of the lith
umlike ions or the singly excited level of the berylliumlik

FIG. 2. Energy level diagram of the present CR model.
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POPULATION KINETICS OF LITHIUMLIKE AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 016409 ~2003!
ions or doubly excited levels of the berylliumlike ions.nHe
and ne are the heliumlike ion density and the electron de
sity, respectively.a(p),b(p),g(p) are the rate coefficients
respectively, for 3B recombination, RR, and DR from t
heliumlike ground state ion to the singly excited levelp of
the lithiumlike ion. In the case that both levelsp and q are
lithiumlike ions, or berylliumlike ions,A(p,q),C(p,q),
F(p,q) represent Einstein’sA coefficient, the collisional ex-
citation rate coefficient, the collisional deexcitation rate c
efficients from levelp to levelq, respectively. In the case tha
level p is a doubly excited berylliumlike ion and levelq is a
singly excited lithiumlike ion,A(p,q),A(q,p),C(p,q) and
F(q,p) are understood to represent autoionization proba
ity from level p to level q, dielectronic capture rate coeffi
cient from levelq to levelp, collisional ionization from level
q to levelp, and the sum of the recombination processes~3B
and RR! from levelq to levelp, respectively. It is noted tha
the resonance excitation and dielectronic recombination f
excited levels are also treated in the rate equations by u
A(q,p) and the following autoionization and spontaneo
emission process.

In the following sections, we show the atomic data e
ployed in the present model, where notationnl ~or n) means
the lithiumlike ions 1s2nl, and notation (nl,n8l 8) ~or
(n,n8)) means the berylliumlike ions 1s2nln8l 8 ~or
1s2nn8).

A. Singly excited lithiumlike ions

Because the details of the atomic data for the singly
cited lithiumlike ions are described in@17#, the simplified
description is shown for this ion.

For levels with the principal quantum numbern<4, lev-
els with different orbital angular momentuml are treated
separately, and levels with 5<n<16 are assumed to be hy
drogenic with the differentl levels unresolved. Absorption
oscillator strength is given by Lindgard and Nielsen@18#,
Zhanget al. @19#, and NSRD data compiled by Wieseet al.
@20#. Excitation cross section has been calculated by
torted wave approximation for virtually all the transition
between levels ranging from 2s to 5g by Clark et al. @21#.
The result is generally in good agreement with those
Zhanget al. @19# when the comparison is possible. For io
ization cross section of the levels withn>5, we use calcu-
lation by Sampson and co-workers by the infinitez approxi-
mation @22–25#. For the RR rate coefficient, we use th
calculation by Burgess@26#. Dielectronic recombination rate
coefficient is calculated by Belyet al. @27# for the lithiumlike
oxygen and Vainstein and Safronova calculate the autoio
ation probability with relativistic effect forz56 through 58
@28#. We follow them and scale the autoionization probabil
and the radiative decay probability calculated by Belyet al.
@27#.

B. Singly and doubly excited berylliumlike ions

1. Energy level and Einstein’s A coefficient

The level energies of the (nl,n8l 8) levels withn<4 and
n8<4 are calculated using theHULLAC code @29# with the
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orbital angular momentum and singlet-triplet resolved. Sin
the output ofHULLAC is j -j coupling scheme, we recogniz
the results into theL-S coupling scheme. For the triplet lev
els, the level energies are averaged over the fine-struc
sublevels by taking their statistical weights into account. T
level energies of the singly excited levels (2s,n8) ~or 2sn8)
and (2p,n8) ~or 2pn8) with 5<n8<10 are given for the
berylliumlike nitrogen in Ref.@30#. We scaled these data t
the berylliumlike aluminum ions. For the doubly excited le
els (nl,n8) with nl53s;4 f and 5<n8<10 and levels
(n,n8) with 5<n<10 and 5<n8<10, the level energies ar
derived using hydrogenic approximation together with t
level energy of the series limit 1s2nl or 1s2n of the lithium-
like ions where the effective nuclear charge is given
Mayer @31#.

Absorption oscillator strength for transitions among t
1s2nln8l 8 levels with n<4, n8<4 are calculated by the
HULLAC code. For the other transitions we use the hyd
genic approximation. From these absorption oscilla
strengths together with the transition energies we calcu
the spontaneous transition probabilities.

2. Electron impact excitation, deexcitation, and ionization

Collisional excitation and deexcitation cross sections
the transitions among low-lying levels, 2s2,2s2p,2p2, and
2s3l levels are calculated by Clarket al. @32# for the alumi-
num ions and Katoet al. @33# for the oxygen ions. For othe
transitions, we evaluate the excitation cross sections from
data of the lithiumlike ions in Ref.@17# as follows: For the
core electron transition of (j ,k)→( j 8,k), we use the data o
the transition of j→ j 8 of the lithiumlike ions, and in the
same way, the excitation cross section of the spectator e
tron transition of (j ,k)→( j ,k8) is derived from the transition
of k→k8 of the lithiumlike ions. That is,

s„~ j ,k!,~ j 8,k!…5a~z!3s~ j , j 8!Li-like , ~2!

s„~ j ,k!,~ j ,k8!…5a~z!3s~k,k8!Li-like , ~3!

where s„( j ,k),( j ,k8)… is the excitation cross section o
( j ,k)→( j ,k8), ands(k,k8)Li-like is that ofk→k8 of the lithi-
umlike ions. a(z) is the z-scaling factor @5(z22)4/
(z23)4#. From these cross sections, the rate coefficients
derived under the assumption that the electron velocity
tribution is Maxwellian. Deexcitation rate coefficients a
derived from the excitation rate coefficients using the pr
ciple of detailed balance.

The ionization rate coefficient for the transition o
(nl,n8l 8)→nl with n8<4 is derived from the ionization rate
coefficient of the levelp of the singly excited ions@22–25#.
For higher-lying levels with (nl,n8)(n8>5), hydrogenic ap-
proximation with effective nuclear charge is employed.

3. Recombination processes

An ion in an excited levelp, in the same way as the
ground state ion, may capture a continuum electron by
3BR, RR, and dielectronic capture processes, and becom
9-3
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FIG. 3. Temporal evolution of the populations of the Li-like and Be-like excited levels at 1 ps;~a! 3 ps;~b! 10 ps;~c! and 30 ps~d! under
the plasma parameter ofne5431025 m23 and Te58 eV. The time is measured from the start of the recombination. The abscissa
ionization potential energy, and the ordinate is the relative population of the levels divided by their statistical weights. The arrows
the principal quantum numbers or the simplified configurations of the levels. The dotted line represents the ionization potential ene
Li-like ground state ions.
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doubly excited ion. The 3BR and RR rate coefficients for
excited ions are derived from the rate coefficients for
ground state ions as follows:

A~ j ,k!5a~z!3A~k!Li-like , ~4!

whereA( j ,k) is the 3BR or RR rate coefficient for the dou
bly excited berylliumlike ions from the lithiumlike excite
ion in level j, andA(k)Li-like is the recombination rate coe
ficient into the levelk of the lithiumlike ions.a(z) is a
z-scaling factor, which is (z22)3/(z23)3 for 3BR and (z
22)/(z23) for RR.

Autoionization probabilities are given by Moribayas
and Kato@34# for virtually all the transitions from the doubly
excited levels of the berylliumlike ions to the 1s 22s level of
the lithiumlike ions for several ionic species fromz56
through 26, and to the 1s22p level for z526 @35#. We scale
these data for the present case. Dielectronic capture rate
efficients for these transitions are obtained by using the p
ciple of detailed balance. For other transitions, autoioniza
probabilities are estimated from the following equation:

Aa5
16pme

h3

gz11~1!

gz~p,nl !
sd~1→p,nl !dE, ~5!

wheresd is the dielectronic capture cross section. Since
dielectronic capture cross section across the excita
threshold to the excitation cross section is a continuous fu
tion of energy, we estimate thesd by extrapolation of the
excitation cross section of the lithiumlike ions below t
excitation threshold.
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III. CALCULATED RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Temporal behavior of excited level populations
and validity of the QSS approximation

We start with the heliumlike ground state ions havi
populationnHe51, and recombination starts att50 s under
a plasma condition with the electron temperatureTe58 eV
and electron densityne5431025 m23; these plasma param
eters are typical in the lithiumlike aluminum recombinin
plasma laser@10#. Figures 3~a!, 3~b!, 3~c!, and 3~d! show
calculated populations of the ground state and the exc
levels in the Boltzmann plot att51 ps, 3 ps, 10 ps, and 3
ps, respectively. The excited levels of the lithiumlike a
berylliumlike ions are indicated by arrows. The dotted ver
cal line is the ionization potential energy of the lithiumlik
ground state ions, i.e., the doubly excited levels in the le
hand side are autoionizing levels, and those in the rig
hand side are nonautoionizing levels. From Fig. 3~b! to 3~d!,
the populations of the (n8,nl) levels with n>3, i.e.,
(3,nl),(3,4),(3,3) levels, become smaller asn decreases;
this is due to the increase in the autoionization probabilit
with the decrease inn. Whereas the populations of th
(2s,nl) and (2p,nl) levels are large compared with those
the~3, 4! and~3, 3! levels because the (2p,n) with n>9 and
(2s,n) levels are nonautoionizing levels.

At t51 ps, the higher-lying excited levels of the lithium
like ions with n>7 reach their final or LTE values. Att
53 ps, the n56 levels of the lithiumlike ions and the
higher-lying doubly excited levels of the berylliumlike ion
with (n,n8) (n>6 andn8>6) reach their final~or LTE in
this case! values. This implies that the establishment of t
LTE populations in higher-lying doubly excited levels r
quires at least;3 ps under the present plasma conditio
9-4
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POPULATION KINETICS OF LITHIUMLIKE AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 016409 ~2003!
The lower-lying levels of the lithiumlike ions withn<5 and
berylliumlike ions with (5,nl);(2,nl) do not reach their
QSS populations yet. It takes around;30 ps for these levels
to reach their QSS populations@see also Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!#.

Several years ago, Sawada and Fujimoto discussed
validity of QSS approximation in ionizing and recombinin
plasmas for hydrogen atoms@16#. In this work, they intro-
duced ‘‘response time’’t res to describe a time constant i
which the excited level populations reach their QSS valu
wheret res is determined by the inverse of the depopulati
rate of Griem’s boundary or Byron’s boundary@35#. We fol-
lowed their results, and calculated a response time for
present case. The plasma parameters (Te58 eV,ne54
31025 m23) and the temporal behaviors of the ions are
sumed to scale asTe5ze f f

2 TH , ne5ze f f
7 nH, and t}ze f f

28tH in
recombining plasmas@36#, whereze f f ,TH ,nH , and tH are
the effective nuclear charge, the equivalent electron temp
ture, electron density, and time for neutral hydrogen plas
respectively. The estimated response time for the ions w
ze f f510 was;3310215 s, which is faster by four orders o
magnitude than the present result (3310211 s). This implies
that since the lower-lying excited levels of the lithiumlik
ions are strongly connected with doubly excited berylliu
like ions, the establishment of the QSS populations in
lower-lying lithiumlike ions is obstructed by the presence
the doubly excited berylliumlike ions until the QSS popu
tions are established in these levels.

In order to show the connection between the lower-ly
lithiumlike excited levels and the doubly excited levels of t
berylliumlike ions, the population flux from and out of
lithiumlike excited level is investigated. The result is show
in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. We take the 3d excited level as an
example. The plasma parameters are the same as tho
Fig. 3, and here we assume the QSS condition. In Fig. 4~a!,
the thick solid line represents deexcitation through dou
excited levels, i.e., sum of the path (5)→(6) and path (5)
→(2) in Fig. 1. The dotted line is collisional deexcitatio
from the 3d to the 3p level (l -changing!, and the thin solid
line is collisional-radiative deexcitation from the 3d to the
2s and 2p levels. The thin dashed line is excitation to th
upper levels (n>4) including the contribution of resonanc
excitation, and the thin chain line is the direct ionization. It
noted that under the present low temperature plasma co
tion, the contribution from the dielectronic recombinatio
from the 3d level is negligibly small.

In the low density region ofne,1025 m23, the dominant
depopulation processes are collisional and radiative dee
tation from the 3d level to the 2s and the 2p levels. As the
electron density increases, the 3d level is coupled strongly
with the doubly excited levels, and for the electron dens
region ofne>1025 m23, the 3d level is mainly depopulated
through doubly excited levels ‘‘hanging’’ below the 3d lev-
els.

Figure 4~b! shows the population flux into the 3d level.
The thick solid line, thin dotted line, thin solid line, and th
dashed line represent ionization from doubly excited lev
hanging below the 3d level, l-changing, collisional-radiative
cascade from upper levels of the lithiumlike ions, and ex
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FIG. 4. Population flux out of the 3d level of the Li-like ions~a!
and flux into the 3d level ~b!. The plasma parameters are the sa
as those in Fig. 3. We assume the QSS condition.~a! Thick solid
line, deexcitation through doubly excited levels; thin solid lin
collisional-radiative deexcitation into the lower-lying levels; dott
line, l-changing, thin dashed line, excitation into upper-levels; t
chain line, ionization.~b! Thick solid line, ionization from doubly
excited levels; thin solid line, collisional-radiative cascade fro
upper-levels; dotted line,l-changing; thin dashed line, excitatio
from lower-lying levels.
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TETSUYA KAWACHI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 016409 ~2003!
tation from lower-lying levels of the lithiumlike ions, respe
tively. Similar to Fig. 4~a!, for the electron density ofne
>1025 m23, the population of the 3d level is mainly gener-
ated by the ionization from the doubly excited levels.

B. Population flux in doubly excited levels

In this section we will discuss the depopulation flux in t
doubly excited levels. We take the (3d,8), (3d,5), and
(3d,3d) levels as examples. The plasma temperature is
same as that in Fig. 3, and QSS condition is assumed.
expected LTE limit of the doubly excited levels ispLTE;7
@see Fig. 3~c!#, thus the (3d,8) level is in LTE, the (3d,3d)
level is out of the LTE region, and the (3d,5) level is in the
intermediate region.

FIG. 5. Electron density dependence of the fraction of the
population flow from doubly excited levels of the (3d,8),(3d,5),
and (3d,3d) levels.
01640
e
he

Figure 5 shows the population flux out of th
(3d,8),(3d,5), and (3d,3d) levels. The ordinate represen
the fraction of the depopulation flux from these doubly e
cited levels, and the total amount is normalized. For
(3d,8) level, in the electron density ofne,1024 m23, the
dominant depopulation process is the autoionization. Inne

>1024 m23, collisional transitions to the upper and lowe
levels become substantial, and the contribution from
autoionization becomes small. The (3d,5) level has the same
trend in the contribution from the autoionization; however,
ne>1025;1026 m23, the collisional downward flow be-
comes substantial. For the (3d,3d) level, the dominant flow
out process is autoionization for almost all the electron d
sity regions. This result, together with Fig. 4~a!, leads to the
following conclusion: Inne>1026 m23, lithiumlike excited
ions with n.3 capture an electron to form doubly excite
ions (n,n8) with largen8(.pLTE), which depopulate by lad-
derlike deexcitation into the next lower level (nl,n821)
→(nl,n822)→ . . . . In doubly excited levels (nl,n8) with
n8,pLTE , since the branching ratio of the autoionizatio
becomes large with the decrease inn8, finally the doubly
excited ions autoionize into lower-lying lithiumlike ions. It i
noted that the fraction of the collisional deexcitation from t
(3d,n8) levels withn853 to the nonautoionizing level, e.g
(3d,2l ) is about 0.02 of that of the autoionization to th
low-lying lithiumlike ion underne51026 m23.

In the case of the (2p,n8) levels, which is mainly gener-
ated by the recombination of the 1s22p excited ions, the
situation is different. The (2p,n8) with n8<9 are not au-
toionizing levels, so that the contribution from the autoio
ization is negligible for this group; rather the ladderlike d
excitation produces berylliumlike ground state ions witho
passing through the lithiumlike ground state, which su
presses the production of the lithiumlike ground state io
~See the following section.!

C. Temporal evolution of amplification gain of the lithiumlike
aluminum recombining plasma laser

The temporal evolution of amplification gain of the lith
umlike aluminum recombining laser is calculated. T
plasma parameters are assumed to beTe58 eV andne54
31025 m23, which are based on the experimental investig
tion @10,37,38#. We assume pure recombining plasma a
that the initial heliumlike ground state density is 0.05 of t
electron density at t5 0 ps. Under the present plasma p
rameters the spectral line broadening is well studied and
linewidths of the 3d 2D-4 f 2F and 3d 2D-5 f 2F lines are
determined by Stark broadening rather than Doppler bro
ening @38,39#. We use these experimental data: the li
broadening of 3.1631013 s21 for the 3d 2D-4 f 2F line, and
5.9631014 s21 for the 3d 2D-5 f 2F which is dominated by
linear Stark broadening.

Figure 6 shows a temporal evolution of the amplificati
gain coefficients of the 3d 2D-4 f 2F ~thick solid line! and
3d 2D-5 f 2F ~thick dotted line! lines. The calculated gain
shows that the peak gain is 8.2 cm21 for the 3d 2D-4 f 2F
line and 4.4 cm21 for the 3d 2D-5 f 2F, which is 1.3;3
times larger than the experimental gains@12,13,38#. This

-
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may be due to the fact that the experimental gains are ti
integrated or due to the overestimation of the heliuml
ground state ion density. Thin solid, thin dotted lines are
heliumlike ground state density, the lithiumlike ground sta
density, respectively. For a reference, the lithium-like grou
state ion density in the absence of contribution from the d
bly excited levels is shown by the thin chain line. By inclu
ing the contribution from the doubly excited levels, the lith
umlike ground state density increases rapidly (t,1 ps)
whereas the final ion density becomes smaller (t.2 ps).
This means that in the early time region (t,1 ps), the pro-
duction of the lithiumlike ground state is enhanced by the
deexcitation@path (5)→(2) in Fig. 1# and path (5)→(6)
→(2), whereas in the later time region (t.2 ps), substan-
tial populations are generated in the 2p level, and the recom-

FIG. 6. Temporal behavior of the gain coefficients of t
3d 2D-4 f 2F ~thick solid line! and 3d 2D-5 f 2F ~thick dotted line!
lines of the lithiumlike aluminum ions. Thin solid line and thi
dotted line are the ground state ion density of the heliumlike
lithiumlike ions, respectively. The thin chain line is the ground st
density of the lithiumlike ions in the absence of the doubly exci
levels.
e

d

P.

ro
.

01640
e-

e
e
d
-

L

bination flux of the 2p level to the (2p,nl) levels suppresse
the production of the lithiumlike ground state density.

The peak gains of both the lasing lines in Fig. 6 are o
tained around 2;3 ps from the start of the recombination
Since Fig. 3 indicates that the populations of then53,4, and
5 levels of the lithiumlike ions are not in their QSS values
3 ps, we can conclude that the QSS treatment for the am
fication gain is not valid for the present case.

The gain duration of;10 ps of both the lasing lines i
determined by the recombination time of the heliumli
ground state ions. In actual experiments using laser-produ
plasmas, the heliumlike ground state ions are produced
high temperature and high density region and flow out due
the density gradient into the observation area continua
This may lead to elongation of experimental gain duratio
which may be determined by hydrodynamics motion of t
heliumlike ions. In order to treat it, we need to develop
integrated code, in which temporal evolution of electron de
sity, temperature, ion abundance, and the excited level po
lations are treated simultaneously. Development of this k
of simulation code is an important objective; however, it
not the scope of this paper.

IV. SUMMARY

We have constructed a CR model for the lithiumlike a
berylliumlike aluminum ions. In this model, we have treat
virtually all the doubly excited levels of the berylliumlik
ions and investigated the effect of these ions on the pop
tion kinetics of the singly excited lithiumlike ions. The ca
culated result shows that the ‘‘response time’’ of lower-lyin
lithiumlike excited levels becomes much larger by the pr
ence of the doubly excited levels, and the production rate
the lithiumlike ground state ions is affected by the CR
combination of the 2p excited level. Temporal evolution o
amplification gains of the lithiumlike aluminum x-ray lase
shows that the QSS approximation is not valid for the las
condition.
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